Project Tutorial
Avant Garden

Project Supplies
STAMPS & BUNDLES
Avant Garden stamp set (Sale-a-Bration)
PAPER
Whisper White, So Saffron, Sahara Sand, Whisper White Thick card stock
INK
Peekaboo Peach, Pear Pizazz, Sahara Sand, Tip Top Taupe
ACCESSORIES
Crushed Curry Baker’s Twine, Pearl Basic Jewels
ADHESIVES
Fast Fuse (or Snail)
TOOLS
Stampin’ Trimmer, Paper Snips, Pencil, Good Eraser

Measurements
 Card Base: Whisper White thick: 4¼" by 11 ", scored at 5½” (for a vertical fold)
 Front of Card: So Saffron card stock: 4 ⅛" by 5⅛"
 Front of Card: Whisper White card stock: 3⅞" inch by 5⅜"
 Front of Card: Sentiment Banner: Whisper White card stock: 1" by 5"
 Front of Card: Sentiment Banner: Sahara Sand card stock: 1¼" by 5"
 Front of Card: 28" piece of Crushed Curry Baker’s Twine

Additional Photos

Instructions
1. Start by adhering the So Saffron card stock to the front of the card base.
2. Take the 1" by 5" piece of Whisper White and attach it to the 1¼" by 5" piece of
Sahara Sand, keeping it centered. This is the Sentiment Banner. (Step 2 photo)
3. Flip the Banner over, and position the Banner on the 3⅞" inch by 5⅜"piece of
Whisper White along an angle across this piece in a manner that is pleasing to you.
Take a pencil and lightly draw a line along the top and bottom of Banner. This is so
you will know where to stamp the flowers and where to permanently attach the
Banner to the front of the card. Set the Sentiment Banner aside for now. (Step 3
photos 1 & 2)
4. Using the large single flower from the stamp set, stamp one flower in Peekaboo
Peach just off the center of the penciled diagonal line above the penciled line (it is
okay to stamp some parts below this line, but you want to keep the most visible part
of the image above it). Stamp off once and stamp a second flower image next to the
first one. Flip card stock upside down, and repeat this step. See the completed card
for placement if you’re not sure). Take the single petal stamp and the full leaf stamp
and stamp as shown, being sure to stamp off twice before you stamp the petal and
once before you stamp the full leaf. Taking the smallest stamp (for the inside of the
flower), stamp in the center of the flowers in Sahara Sand ink. Leaving enough of a
mark so you can place the banner correctly, gently erase the diagonal lines from the
stamped Whisper White card stock. Set aside for now. (Step 4 photo)

5. Take the Sentiment Banner wrap the Crushed Curry Baker’s Twine around the
bottom of the banner, going around twice and tying in a bow.
6. Attach the Sentiment Banner to the Whisper White card stock, placing it over the
area of the lines you previously penciled in. (In the photo, I placed the right side of
the banner about 1¼" down from the right side top of the paper, and the left side of
the banner is about 2¼" down from the left side top of the paper). Take your Paper
Snips and trim off the ends of the Banner that hang off the stamped card stock. (step
6 photos 1 & 2)
7. Using the “Happy Birthday Wishes” sentiment, stamp in Tip Top Taupe on the
previously attached Sentiment Banner, being sure to center your image on the card
stock. (step 7)
8. Embellish the Banner with the smallest pearls from the Pearl Basic Jewels package.
9. Finish the card by adhering the stamped Whisper White card stock piece to the card
base, centering it on the So Saffron card stock.

